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WinMerge WinMerge is a free and open-source file comparison and merge program for Windows (as well as other versions of Windows and a number of platforms), providing a command line client as well as a rich user interface with a "sibling windows" feature that includes graphical merge tool. Description WinMerge is a free and open-source file comparison
and merge program for Windows (as well as other versions of Windows and a number of platforms), providing a command line client as well as a rich user interface with a "sibling windows" feature that includes graphical merge tool. The user interface has been translated to 24 languages and WinMerge is one of the world's most widely used file comparison and

merges tools. More than 20 years of work have gone into WinMerge. As of version 3.1 WinMerge is now shipped with the Unicode character set, a smaller WinMerge.ini file and fully internationalized documentation. WinMerge Source WinMerge comes with a rich User Interface. WinMerge is shipped with a decompressed version of WinMerge in the same
directory as its executable. This version of WinMerge is the current development version from which regular WinMerge builds may be downloaded. Features WinMerge is shipped with a detailed Help system, which is translated to 24 languages. This includes an extensive description of every option, command and feature. WinMerge can compare files,

directories, or whole disks and directories using content based merge (recursive), context based merge, file content based merge and file content based merge, using different types of metadata. WinMerge is available as a command line tool, a Windows GUI application, as well as a.NET component. WinMerge is shipped with a Windows Dialog Editor, which
enables wizards to be created to do common tasks. WinMerge can be integrated into other applications, using its own integration API. WinMerge enables developers to create their own plug-ins for comparison or merging, including plug-ins using the Native API and C/C++. The WinMerge source code includes a list of all external resources that are used in

WinMerge. WinMerge is compatible with the Unicode character set, offering full support for Unicode characters in filenames, comments, merging and comparison. WinMerge provides an API that can be used for integration with other applications, as well as plug-ins f30f4ceada
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